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ARM Exceptions
Exceptions are generated by internal and external 
sources to cause the processor to handle an event, such 
as an externally generated interrupt or an attempt to 
execute an undefined instruction.
The processor state just before handling the exception 
must be preserved so that the original program can be 
resumed when the exception routine has completed.



ARM Exception Processing Modes



ARM Interrupt Software Flow in U-boot



ARM Reset
When the nRESET signal goes LOW, ARM920T 
abandons the executing instruction and then continues to 
fetch instructions from incrementing word addresses.
When nRESET goes HIGH again, ARM920T:

Overwrites R14_svc and SPSR_svc by copying the current 
values of the PC and CPSR into them. The value of the 
saved PC and SPSR is not defined.
Forces M[4:0] to 10011 (Supervisor mode), sets the I and F 
bits in the CPSR, and clears the CPSR's T bit.
Forces the PC to fetch the next instruction from address 
0x00.
Execution resumes in ARM state.



S3C2440A Memory Map after Reset



ARM System Memory Map
Remap

Setup Remap bit, ex: s3c2510

Setup ROM/SRAM/Flash Control Register, ex: s3c4510



ARM System Memory Map
Relocate

Linking script? GCC ld?, ex s3c24xx
u-boot/board/hxd8/config.mk (vs. u-boot/board/hxd8/u-boot.lds)

TEXT_BASE = 0x33F80000
ldr pc, _start_armboot
_start_armboot:.word start_armboot

System.map
33f80294 t _start_armboot
33f82e24 T start_armboot

OUTPUT_ARCH(arm)
ENTRY(_start)
SECTIONS
{

. = 0x00000000;

. = ALIGN(4);

.text      :
{
cpu/arm920t/start.o (.text)
cpu/arm920t/s3c24x0/nand_read.o (.text)
*(.text)

}
…

}
-DTEXT_BASE=$(TEXT_BASE)
arm-linux-gcc –g … -D__KERNEL__ -DTEXT_BASE=0x 0x33F80000 …



VMA vs. LMA
The Gnu ld documentation has the following explanation:
"Every loadable or allocatable output section has two 
addresses. The first is the VMA, or virtual memory 
address. This is the address the section will have when 
the output file is run. The second is the LMA, or load 
memory address. This is the address at which the section 
will be loaded. In most cases the two addresses will be 
the same. An example of when they might be different is 
when a data section is loaded into ROM, and then copied 
into RAM when the program starts up (this technique is 
often used to initialize global variables in a ROM based 
system). In this case the ROM address would be the 
LMA, and the RAM address would be the VMA. "



U-boot
Sections
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